abhaya touches the heart of every one’s lives though its social work. We are committed to support and empower the most deserving communities in the country. abhaya team upholds its noble activity every month through this news letter. abhaya SoulDears (Volunteers) work tirelessly with abhaya projects work related data, updates, reports, photos, feedbacks, quotes, donations, etc., to design and update every news. The “abhaya News Update” reaches about 25,000 abhaya donors, well wishers, supporters, corporate, NGOs and others across the globe in the first week of every month by email and further it is posted in FB, WhatsApp, abhaya web links, Blog and Twitter, reaching another 25,000 people. This task of sharing our experiences with people has been going on since 2006. We aim to make people aware of our tremendous effort at abhaya for the betterment of human lives and we need their kind consideration, care and support. Their association with abhaya and feedback would help us transform lives and help people reach their full potential.

Please share this newsletter within your community and with your support we can create significant and long-term change in the social work for people who rely on it.
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abhaya FOUNDATION
an assurance for no fear...

Cordially invites you to join us for

ādarsha
IN PURSUIT OF SERVICE

13th Annual
Thanks Giving Ceremony

RELEASE OF
Bharata Darshan
In Search of Self
BOOK

@ 3 PM on Saturday 29th, Feb 2020
at Sandhya Convention Center,
Next to HP Petrol Pump, Horyas
Rangaprasad Avenue, Gachibowli, Hyderabad.

Hosted by Sandhya Hotels Pvt Ltd.
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Visit us: www.abhayafoundation.org | Mobile: 9963002727abhaya FOUNDATION
Submitted
INVITATION
With Prayers

I am very much blessed to associate with abhaya foundation in serving underprivileged. The selfless Service of abhaya and its members are impeccable. The abhaya foundation’s ideologies and transparencies are very unique in the present world. In order to support these underprivileged we seek support from like minded people like you and more particularly corporates, as abhaya foundation activities are in line with CSR specifications.

CA SN Rangaiaiah
Founder Trustee
Bengaluru

www.abhayafoundation.org

My experience in words during less than two years of my Association:

ABHAYA means...

- Aspiration for service
- Less trouble in deed
- Anxiety in Implementation
- Assistance for Women empowerment
- Youth in ideology
- Abhayam for every hope

All together ABHAYA is a home of happiness.

With heartfelt gratitude, we thank Sri Ch Rajendra Prasad
Chairman, CCL Products
for the generous contribution of
Rs.2,00,000
On the eve of
abhaya Nadarsha

Met and sought the blessings of Padma Shri Dr T Hanuman Chowdary, who had contributed the most to the telecom revolution and IT development in country.

CONTRIBUTION COFFEE
I always admire the selfless support and kindness of Abhaya Foundation which transforms the life of those who are in desperate condition and your excellent service towards alleviating suffering in the society. My heartiest best wishes to Abhaya Foundation for their phenomenal contribution to our Nation and my best wishes for them to continue their good work in the years to come.

G Mallikarjuna Rao
Group Chairman
OMR Group
New Delhi

I am really happy to associate with abhaya Foundation as Member of National Advisory Council and place on record great appreciation to the entire team of abhaya for serving selflessly to the most deprived society be it caring senior citizens, empowerment of rural women, motivating students at Govt schools to pursue their dreams and so on since last decade.

Very fortunate to participate at the annual event more so to witness release of Bharata Darshan by Sri Balachandra Sunku garu who has dedicated his life to serve the society by all means.

Best wishes and infinite compliments to the team abhaya.

CAT Prasad
President - KAVCT
Vice President - PHCCY
Bengaluru

It's my privilege to get associated with abhaya Foundation. We have been working for 2 years now and part of many initiatives especially in Educare Projects. We jointly worked on more than 10 Government schools in various Districts of Telangana and provided support by setting up Digital Labs, Science labs and other facilities.

Our gratitude to abhaya for Mentoring 100 Smiles Charity Foundation and giving us an opportunity to serve the most deserving communities.

Manoj Kumar Chittimalla,
Founder
100 Smiles Charity Foundation
Hyderabad

abhaya Foundation has not only surprised us but also motivated more and more ordinary human beings to turn themselves as great philanthropists.

The Charitable & Philanthropic services require sacrifice, empathy, persistence, passion and zeal to get others also motivated to make them to join the cause.

Balachandra Sunku, an impeccable character, has inherently imbied with all such qualities in him, that is why, I have no second thought to put it in writing that he is not living at the heart of abhaya Foundation but the very abhaya lives at his heart because abhaya in his pulse being an inseparable part of his dedicated life. Hats off to abhaya Foundation, its founder, dedicated Trustees and Teams.

- D Vijaya Bhaskar, ICLS (Rtd.)
Legal Consultant in Corporate Laws.
Hyderabad
India

Make sure Swamiji is confirmed, rest all ok! if He confirms then I am fine!!

Best Luck
Challa Rajendra Prasad
CCL Products India Ltd
We are very proud to be abhayans, our association is of decade old and it gave us a platform to serve the Nation.

abhaya is passionately working for empowering thousands of underprivileged youth specially women and very delighted to see their success stories in real life with new skill sets acquired with abhaya and it gives us immense satisfaction for me and my wife to be instrumental behind women empowerment projects in the country and serving with HEART.

Thankful to Balachandra for guidance and for mentoring us in SEVA and Spirituality as well.

While congratulating the Team abhaya, pray God to give us more strength and opportunities to serve. LOVE ALL SERVE ALL.

While congratulating the Team abhaya, pray God to give us more strength and opportunities to serve.

D Chandrini Murthy
Director
Dhanush Healthcare
Hyderabad

Since inception, I have been associated with abhaya Foundation. The EEE - initiatives, abhaya taking up are commendable. Especially the Skill Development Programs making 1000s of people to lead their life independently...thereby contributing to overall development of Nation.

Every year abhaya organises the event of thanks giving, which gives opportunity to both Donors and donees to connect and thank each other. I am thankful to abhaya for giving me the opportunity to travel along in this journey.

Wishing a great success ahead in the years to come.

CS Raghav Babu Gunturu
(President 2014-2016)
Trustee
Hyderabad

The most I like about abhaya Foundation is the way it gives livelihood to people who are in need. Giving financial help goes only that far where as empowering people to secure a job pays them forever abhaya has done this in an exemplary manner. I firmly believe that any donation made to abhaya is put to good use.

I am glad to have gotten an opportunity to be a small part in abhaya’s big success by sharing the sale proceeds of upcycled jewellery and craft items that I make with magazine papers and newspapers. I will be happy to teach their craft to anyone who is interested.

http://www.facebook.com/CelluloteJewellery
Bengaluru

When I look back to the day I got connected as a volunteer (25.01.2012, to be precise) with this selfless, service oriented abhaya Foundation, I have nothing but AWE and AMMUTATION!!

How far has this Foundation moved forward in upholding it’s motto from day one, and what herculean efforts are made by each and everyone,connected with it to achieve this level.

As a retired individual from a gigantic institution like IIC, the greatest compliment I got in life is to be known as “abhaya Prasad”, on close circles rather than on paper which is my original name given by my parents.

Thank you, oh ARMYTIV, for your mercy on me for connecting me to this abhaya FOUNDATION.

Abhaya Prasad
Hyderabad

My life style is different before I was connected to abhaya in the year 2014. The time I spent with abhaya completely changed my perspective towards life. I have seen miracles happening with abhaya. Very closely observed the founder and how he is able to be so selfless in his attitude...how he understand others...forgive...such limits transformed me a lot. Earlier I used to think what’s it for me in everything...But today I am thinking what can I do for someone.

I had the fortune of being the founder of abhaya Shanti Motor Driving School at Bhraphampatnam, BT 13, BS with the support of Office of PITA and being instrumental behind driving classrooms in all South Indian States through abhaya benefiting thousands of young men and women.

I am thankful to abhaya and its Founder, Balachandra...More thankful to my friend Sri Gourishankar Reddy RT who connected me to abhaya. Long live abhaya.

SV Hariprasad
Business Man
Bangalore

As a founding Trustee of abhaya, it's my privilege to see the consistent growth & the great work that has been happening with abhaya foundation for the past 13 years.

Started with major support from very few like minded people, none of us had imagined that in just 13years, we would reach where we are today in serving lakhs & lakhs of people in need of any kind rising above cast, creed & religion.

Kudos & Happy to be part of this wonderful organization run by dedicated team working relentlessly to serve the society.

PSM Murthy
Director
Youth Empowerment Projects
abhaya Foundation

As a founding Trustee of abhaya, it's my privilege to see the consistent growth of the great work that has been happening with abhaya foundation for the past 13 years.

Started with major support from very few like-minded people, none of us had imagined that, in just 13 years, we would reach where we are today in serving lakhs and lakhs of people in need of any kind rising above cast, creed, and religion.

Kudos to all this team working relentlessly to serve the society.

CS Raghav Babu Gunturu
(President 2014-2016)
Trustee
Hyderabad
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It was in 2006, when I approached abhaya for support for my education. Since then my association with abhaya changed in different stages. I started my journey as a beneficiary, after getting job turned as volunteer, educate team mentor and to a Board Member and presently Trustee & Secretary. I really feel blessed to be an abhayan.

Right from the mission statement to the service activities, abhaya has a unique approach and that makes many to stick with this organization for years together. I have personally seen the growth of abhaya from one city to PrMN India and am happy to be part of the team while it is growing.

While we celebrate 13th annual event, we request all the associates to come forward and treat it like their home event. Again, this is a unique way of expressing our gratitude to all our donors and thanking the beneficiaries for giving us an opportunity.

I had known Bala for more than a decade. What started as a professional relationship soon transcended beyond that. I was fascinated by not just abhaya’s desire to serve the needy but their involvement, engagement and execution. I am familiar with several other social organizations but honestly what sets abhaya apart is their unparalleled thirst to do more and eagerness to reach out to every person in need.

As abhaya celebrates an annual event, my prayers to the Lord to give abhaya Team... the strength, resources and the opportunity to serve the needy and the less privileged.

I am Dr. Nagaraju, I’ve been watching the work happening at abhaya for quite some time. The old adage is that “One man can make a mighty difference” is very true in the case of abhaya’s work. A very impressive transformation in the lives of thousands of people have been brought upon, abhaya and it’s Team have done extraordinary brilliant work and instrumental in bringing about the transformation in the lives of several deserving poor and needy people.

I heartily Congratulate the office bearers and wish abhaya Foundation all the Best!

In Y Nagaraju
Advisor
KNOWS Club International
Hyderabad

My association started with abhaya 6 years back for the sake Vino, whose leg were amputated and was in search of financial support, abhaya Founder and Secretary responded immediately and gave him the best help. he got prosthetic legs and he is leading a normal life post marriage with family.

abhaya Hunt the Winter and Hunt the Summer are two other notable works of abhaya. I am hugely impressed about. I would recommend abhaya to all my friends to carry out charity.
God is not a stone or tree, but a “Helping Hand”...abhaya

abhaya is a movement of service, taking along thousands of people in the path of selfless service.

abhaya is serving the people of all ages, genders in the field of Education, Empowerment and Enlightenment. More particularly it’s helping younger generations to imbibe the qualities of good citizenship by engaging them in various programs apart from imparting livelihood skills.

I am very fortunate to be part of this movement since inception of abhaya. I wish abhaya and its journey to continue eternally in the service of needy.

C/A AV Sathish Kumar
Girish Murthy Kumar & Co.
Chartered Accountants
abhaya - Founder Trustee
Bangalore

Service to mankind is service to God and this philosophy is being strictly followed by abhaya and also a navigator to many people to live their life purposefully.

abhaya with its hub of true service activities became the ideal for many NGOs in the country.

The founder Balachandra is true lover of God, nation, people, service and so on. While he melting himself for the society, he involves many people along the way in serving the mankind.

I am proud to be an abhayan and participate in foundation activities to the extent possible.

C/A BV Prasad
Hyderabad

abhaya Souldear
Manohar
Hyderabad

It’s a privilege to have been associated with Abhaya Foundation since its inception. 13 years ago. It is very fulfilling to see how Abhaya has grown from a small plant in the backyard to a giant tree and has meaningfully impacted thousands of lives across the country through numerous programs and initiatives. The journey has been fantastic and is an inspiration for many of us.

My heartfelt gratitude to all the compassionate donors and the super energetic Abhayan volunteers whose relentless dedication and hard work helped bring Abhaya’s mission to life and made a difference in the lives of thousands of people in need.

Wishing Abhaya and the team many more years of great work in transforming lives across the nation.

A Kirthi Kumar
Board Member - abhaya
USA

I am very fortunate to be a abhaya child since 9 years...may be due to the penguin in previous births, I had such an opportunity. This unique, pure and transparent platform of abhaya nurtured children like me with love, care, values, morality, knowledge, etc. which made us to realise the essence of service and finally helped us evolve as good citizens. With abhaya, I successfully accomplished MBBS and further geared up for post graduation.

Thank you everyone at abhaya for holding my hand in every aspect. Praying and hoping to shower the same love as a token of my gratitude to abhaya in the journey ahead.

Dr K Sailatha, MBBS

The Team abhaya visited Sandhya Convention Center, Gachibowli to discuss about ACTION Points for the event

He is the man behind updating abhaya news in all mediums since long time. Very silent volunteer. May be belong to middle class, but stood by abhaya with his time and resources. We thank him for his good work and pray for his family.
Looking at the event invites takes me back to the time when I first met abhaya and how I was involved in the first annual event. I still remember how much care Balachandra Annatah took for all the educare team members and how much time he spent with us all in person right from guiding us, preparing us for the event, following up on travel arrangements, sponsoring for white dresses and transport... checking if we all reached home safely after the event that night. There was so much positive vibe and chills in the audience and abhaya members during the event... and I am sure it is even more now. I want to tell you that I truly miss those all moments but even more than that I am blessed to experience those few times in the past.

I miss attending the event this year and my hearty congratulations to abhaya on reaching new heights which directly means the increasing number of people receiving abhaya in their lives. I wish the event a great success. All love to abhaya.

Sushma, UK

"abhaya" truly an abhayam for many but for me it’s a checkpoint to be on righteous path and with the underprivileged. The Founder, whom I fondly call as Bala, a shrewd man with kind heart in serving those in need. Bala inspired many like me in the Country to serve the mankind. Hats off to abhaya Team on its 13th Anniversary. Proud to be called as abhayan.

CS Devaki Vasudeva Rao
BJP MP Contestant - Khammam
Company Secretary
Trustee, Sri Ramanuja Sahasrabandi Project
Hyderabad
9889345999

We can’t find any NGO in the country who can stand by a person whose dream is climbing Mt. Everest... which costs $250k.

Myself Bharath Thummineni from a middle class family hailing from Veeravall, I am more passionate towards taking up new challenges every time, which made me climb Mt. Everest.

Through Srinivas uncle who was a good friend of my father I was connected to abhaya, after listening to me without any second thought Bala sir stood beside me like a rock.

Today I can tell very proudly that I am among very few people around the world who can lead expeditions around the world... This is just because of abhaya who catch my finger and made me walk this way like a father who holds his Son and make him learn how to walk...

See abhaya... always with abhaya
Bharath Thummineni
Wish to keep abhaya on the TOP

We salute abhaya Soul Dear CS Mohith Gujar who stood by abhaya. He takes extra care for the good work. He is just not partnering with the growth... But also witness to the Regd. Deed of abhaya Foundation in 2006. He arranges Silver & Gold Souvenirs to abhaya.

I am blessed to associate with abhaya since 9 years, I did my B.Sc., M.Sc., with the support of abhaya. I learned life skills apart from livelihood skills. Am married to Chandra Reddy and happily leading family life. Donating to the cause regularly. Standing by abhaya as volunteer.

abhaya Education Initiative is one of the most wonderful activity for empowering poor and meritorious youth like me who are pursuing higher education.

We express our gratitude to the donors who are regularly supporting.

Iela Chandra
Bengaluru

Rural Women from abhaya Empowerment Center Mall, RR Dist practicing Kolatam for the event

www.abhayafoundation.org

Students of abhaya Women Empowerment Center, Kuluklapally, RR Dist., practicing Bathukamma for abhaya Annual Event

abhaya Soul Dear Bharath, who had the courage of Summiting Mt. Everest... stood by the Annual Event like an ordinary volunteer distributing invitations
abhaya is doing real good for those in need since 13 years. Hats off to the people who are donating/supporting for the noble cause. It means a lot. Very few people have a habit of giving back in life. How much is not the matter but, with what attitude is truly matters. Everyone has to come forward voluntarily for the cause. Best luck to abhaya Foundation

Sunku Srinivasa
abhaya Board Member
South Africa

abhaya Foundation is my Mathru foundation and I am volunteering with it for a decade. One of my interactions with Shri Balachandra Sunku in 2012 changed entire perspective of my thoughts in life which paved the way for Yuva Shakthi Foundation.

abhaya and Yuva have taken up many projects jointly in Karnataka. abhaya Youth Empowerment Centre is coming up near Whitefield, Bangalore. Their commitment in serving the needy people is an example to any NGO in the Country.

Bhushan Bharateeya
Volunteer; abhaya and Yuvashakthi Seva Foundation

I have booked the flight tickets to Hyderabad for the program. I will try to cancel my felicitation program scheduled on same day

CA IS Prasad
FENC
Bangalore
Member - abhaya NAC

We are very much satisfied by being with abhaya since 3 years. The way abhaya gives support to the needy in terms of shelter to destitute, excellent empowerment to rural youth and hunt the summer/ winter etc., describe their intent & content. No words to explain abhaya service. We always support abhaya for any social cause. We thank GOD for giving us an opportunity to serve the society.

CA Harayana Murthy Sanka
Chartered Accountant
Hyderabad

“abhaya” as the name speaks, an abhayaam for all those in need, it is an organisation that doesn’t just support the people... their lives are transformed in all fronts! As a close associate of abhaya, my life too is influenced and I am greatful for it! And the new gift of abhaya ‘Bharata Darshan’ is going to cherish you all with amazement and merry!

S Talitha Jahari
B.Com., LL.B.,
Proddaturu

abhaya Board Member
Dr Sulapani
MD, Rajya Lakshmi Hospitals, Hyderabad agreed to perform

"Sri Krishna Rayabaram" at end of the Event

A Revati Mohan
House Wife
Tadipathri
We salute our Srinivas, the member of Editorial Team of abhaya News Letter since a decade...Whose association with us is very inspiring...Infact Sri Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji connected to abhaya through one such news letter in the year 2014.

We thank our Rajasekhar who is standing by abhaya since inception in 2006. This SoulDear is the seed behind abhaya Brand.

He never let us down, we are indebted to him for his selfless work. He never accepted a rupee from abhaya saying he is a volunteer.

We salute Ms Kusuma who was our 1st inmate at abhaya Home (2013) in a hopeless condition. She served and managed 50 inmates since then and now leaving home... leading an independent life in Hyderabad...An example of true empowerment! (2020)

abhaya SoulDear Manga
Her association with abhaya is of 7 years...She is yet another example of Women Empowerment. May be poor in living but Pure in serving. She motivated thousands of rural youth to join abhaya skill development centers across south India. We feel honoured to have such women with abhaya.

Dear Sir;
I am at the Top to show highest peak of Australia Mt.Kosciuszko! Congratulations Team abhaya - Bharath

THANK YOU
NATCO

Granted Rs.1,00,000/- to Mountaineer Bharath for kaunchenjunga Summit
abhaya Adarsha, Grandeur and great success!

Abhaya Adarsha, the 13th Annual Event of abhaya was long awaited and precious than any other event of abhaya, owing to the release of Bharata Darshan.

The day started with scores of Volunteers setting up the stage at Sandhya Convention, Gachibowli, Hyderabad. More than 50 volunteers tirelessly engaged in beautifying the venue with the support of another 50 workers. Huge stage was erected, LED Screens arranged, Standies, Banners, Stalls, VIP Seating, Donors Seating, Beneficiary Seating all put together 2000 people capacity seen. Lighting and sound system are perfectly done.

PS Rao & Associates arranged lunch for 1000s of beneficiaries arrived from different parts of the state of Telangana.

On the other hand, abhaya Educare Members met in the same hall and their progress is reviewed by senior member of Educare Initiatives.

abhaya Aadarsha event started with Vandematharam and a prayer by our 3 abhaya educare members (Prashanthis, Dr Sailatha & Leelavathi) turned independent women, while abhaya Chairman Sri Meda Narasimhulu, Management Committee member Smt Jyotsna Apparao, President Sri K Ranga Rao and Director of Women Empowerment Smt Krishnaveni Ranga Rao lighting the Lamp of abhaya Aadarsha.

Smt Sujitha Chaitanya, the long term associate and donor of abhaya performed the Welcome dance and Secretary Sri KSV Siva Krishna presented the annual report with the audience.
Ex MLA, Vinukonda, Sri GV Anjaneyulu, the seed behind abhaya Youth Empowerment Projects and Donor since inception of abhaya...spoke about his association with abhaya and conveyed his best wishes to everyone.

abhaya’s activities are spread across the 5 states of southern India and it has representatives from all those states on the Event.

Sri Bhushan Bharateeya, founder of Yuva Shakti Seva Foundation shared how he got motivated by abhaya foundation to start a foundation in Karnataka and serving the needy. He spoke in Kannada.

Sri Manoj Kumar, Founder, 100 Smiles Charity Foundation shared as to how they collaborated for working on adding value to different Govt Schools and got inspiration from abhaya on doing more good work.

Sri Sajjan from Kerala who is Govt Staff Reporter who lost his video camera during floods shared his experiences in Malayalam detailing service activities takenup by abhaya in Kerala State.

Smt Padmavathi, spoke in Tamil detailing as to how abhaya Hunt the winter is carried out in Tamil Nadu for past 5 years benefiting 1000s of people shivering on the roads.

Sri Netaji from Srikakulam, AP shared his thoughts about abhaya rehabilitation projects post Titli Cyclone in Rajam, Geddavuru, Dummuru and other villages.

Later, Healthcare beneficiary Karan, who met with an accident and injured last year. His mother shared how abhaya supported them in the hour of need.

Women Empowerment team from Kolkulapally performed a folk dance on Bathukamma. It was a feast for the eyes to the audience showcasing Telangana tradition.

Educare members Ms GNB Vyshnavi and Mr Bharath Kumar shared how they got to know about abhaya and how they got benefited and motivated by abhaya and how they are leading a respectable life with the placement in MNCs.

Educare Coordinator, Sri Mahesh presented a short film about how abhaya educate members mentored for life.
Sri Panindra, Anantapuram, AP, expressed his thoughts about Youth Empowerment Projects jointly undertaken by abhaya Foundation & Meda Charities. He conveyed that there is huge need for the funds to complete the project.

The Divine Guest, HH Sri Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji and the Chief Guest, Her Excellency Dr. Tamilisai Soundararajan, Hon'ble Governor of Telangana and Challa Rajendra Prasad, Chairman, CCL Products, India Ltd., were welcomed by Dr Sulapani and his team with Purnakumbham. These guests added glamour and grandeur to the event.

President K Ranga Rao welcomed the gathering, Guests to the event and Chief guests on to the stage. Smt Sandhya Sreedhara Rao and CS Rashida, Member, abhaya National Advisory Council, honoured the Governor. Sri Meda Narasimhulu and Dr Sulapani honoured HH Swamiji. abhaya Foundation expressing its gratitude to Swamiji offered Rs.50,000/- cheque to Ramanuja Sahasrabdi Project and the Founder too presented a cheque to the Project.

Her Excellency the Governor presented abhaya SoulDear Awards & Gold Medals to the Volunteers, who did exceptional work with abhaya. Mr Manohar Chowdhary, Ms Kusuma Kumari and Smt Manga received these awards this year. Their happiness found no limits. Smt Gayatri & Prof Chandra Sekhar, Anantapuram received the Award for their outstanding contribution for Anantapuram Project.

Ms Lalitha Lahari later presented the Book - Bharata Darshan authored by the Founder Balachandra Sunku post he getting intuition. He authored a book with all the experiences and the same book is been blessed by HH China Jeeyar Swamiji.

Sri Ranga Rao and Smt Krishna veni honoured Sri Challa Rajendra Prasad.
The Publishers of the book, Sri Gowra Subbaraju, Sri Ch Venkateswara Rao, Sri GSP Veera Reddy and CS Devaki Vasudeva Rao, who supported and stood by Bharata Darshan book with their voluntary contributions, presented book to Swamiji for releasing it. HH Swamiji while adding Mangalasasams released the book for everyone and spoke the finest and much needed words about service and mankind. Bharata Darshan Book and Rudraksha has been given to the supporters of Bharata Darshan by the Founder.

Bharata Darshan Book and Sunday Thoughts books were sold at the venue to pool resources for abhaya Youth Empowerment Project, Anantapuram.

Her excellency Dr. Tamilisai Soundararajan, the First Lady took the first copy of Bharata Darshan from the divine hands of Swamiji, she emphasised the need of service in this existing world of selfishness. The Hon'ble Governor was kind enough to spend her valuable time for abhaya and added value to the foundation and its event.

HE Governor while leaving expressed her desire to visit the stalls set up by Women Empowerment Projects. The women at these stalls became spellbound by such a pleasant surprise given by the Governor.

HH Swamiji also spoke to many associates of abhaya and enquired about their well-being with utmost love and care. Very lovingly and caringly Swamiji spent his time generously at the event.

Later abhaya Women Empowerment team from Mall presented a Kolatam.
Ms Srujana and team presented Telangana Vaibhavam in a classy way.

abhaya Women Empowerment beneficiaries spoke about their backgrounds and how they got benefited by tailoring training. Tailoring Trainers Vijaya, Swapna are standing as an example of real empowerment in life.

Ms Mrudula (D/o abhayan CS A Nagaraja Kumar) and her team from Abinaya Kuchipudi Kalakshetram presented Mahaa Bharathoham.

Sri Avinash, Hyderabad, a long term donor shared his thoughts about abhaya Foundation and the Founder while detailing his experiences during Hunt the Winter.

Students from NG Hukrana MPUP School presented an energetic performance. Their HM briefed audience about the development activities taken up at their school and thanked abhaya and 100 Smiles Foundation.

At one instance, the Founder started dancing and that made the entire hall filled with around 2000 people started dancing together.

Smt Chandrima, Director, Dhanush Healthcare, Hyderabad signed MOU on the eve and declared their support to abhaya Foundation with their CSR Funds.

Vivo Hyderabad agreed to lend their CSR Funds to develop 4 Govt Schools in AP/TS.

Sri PSN Murthy, GMR International Airport, Hyderabad assured their support for abhaya Projects.
Students from Gagillapur MPUP School sung a beautiful song and HM thanked abhaya and all the corporates for coming forward to rebuild their school, which is now benefiting hundreds of students.

abhaya Board Members CS Jinesh and CS Mohit presented exam pads and stationery kits to the 100s of students who participated in the event from different schools.

At the end, Sri Krishna Rayabharam Drama by Dr. Sulapani and Team was visual delight with a piece of surprise to the audience. No one could recognise that the Founder Balachandra Sunku was enacting the character of Vidhura in the drama until he started uttering the dialogues. Everyone was amazed by the performances of the drama team and were delighted to see a drama and know the story for the first time.

Certificates were distributed to all the women, who completed their tailoring course at Saibaba Huts and Tangedupalli, Maggam course at Telecom Colony. Sri Ramakrishna Gupta,
Treasurer of abhaya Foundation declared Bonus for all the teaching staff who completed 12 months of service and engaged in Women Empowerment, putting in great efforts in empowering 1000s of rural women.

Many other dignitaries associated with abhaya shared their valuable words of wisdom and once again emphasised the importance of service and how abhaya is a genuine organisation that is working relentlessly towards it. abhaya felicitated the best volunteers. Many beneficiaries who stood by all the odds to face their grievances and won the battles were recognised and felicitated by the foundation.

Many beneficiaries, it was the book Bharata Darshan, that stood out, with exciting and exuberant stories hidden in it, to be told to public. Many bought the book for themselves and for others to spread the delight to all and be a part of the charity that happens with the purchase of the book.

abhaya adharsha was the most beautiful event conducted by abhaya till date, it was a delightful package that kept each person who visited the venue stuck to their seats drawing inspiration and motivation from the things happening for more than 6 hours.

Sri Netaji supervised the Press and Media...The trail was successful as many channels and newspapers covered the event live and videos were uploaded in the social media.

Finally, Sandhya Convention and its Management arranged sumptuous dinner for all the guests. Every participant had a good dinner and left with good memories of abhaya adharsha.

The credit goes to the abhaya Volunteers who worked tirelessly like soldiers for the success of the event, but for them nothing could have happened in real. Their tired faces and ever ready attitude spoke how and what kind of work was put in by them towards the program. Kudos to abhaya and Salute to all the volunteers that were involved.

Samastha Loka Sukhinobhanthu

- Reported by S Lalitha Lahari, Proddaturu.
On the eve of 13th abhaya Foundation - Annual Event / abhaya aadarsha, we wish to take this opportunity to thank all the members connected to abhaya in doing good work.

The year 2019 is yet another memorable year for abhaya in terms of service activities. During the year, India witnessed a major terror attack at Pulwama and entire country stood in solidarity to the families of Soldiers who laid their lives at our Borders. abhaya too pooled amount for the Brave hearts of India and donated Rs.1.5lakhs to Soldiers Welfare fund.

abhaya Women Empowerment office at Ibrahimpatnam has been moved to a new premise for having more activity. We thank Squares Interiors to come forward and set up the office as their contribution.

Rehabilitation Projects at Kerala has been concluded at Alleppy & Ernakulam Dist. abhaya could pool resources to the tune of Rs.5Cr for providing Houses for 10 beneficiaries, 6 cattle, 20 fishing canoes, bridge scholarship to selected, 6000 water purifiers, repair and maintenance of 3000 home Appliances, Digital Class room at RK Vidya Mandir and Rs.50lakhs to the Govt of Kerala.

Kerala Finance Minister Sri Issac Thomas, Minister of Fisheries Smt Mercykutty Amma appreciate the work done by abhaya. We thank administrative staff at Alleppy and Ernakulam. Our special thanks to Sri Krishna Teja, IAS for their cooperation while executing the projects.

Serving Srikakulam concluded with the help of Rs. 1cr donations. Financial grant to 100 villagers for laying the foundation for their new houses, 10 Community toilets, 5 RO Water plants, 2 tailoring Centres, 1 computer center and other projects benefiting 10000 people post Titli cyclone relief works at Srikakulam district completed.

The founder Sri Balachandra got intuition to take up Bharata Darshan. He was away from the regular activities for about 6 months. We thank all the Board Trustees and other members, who stepped up to fulfil the gap and complete the activities in regular manner.
We collaborated with BIRED, Meda Charities, Yuvasakthi Foundation, RRDS, P Siva Rama Prasad Memorable charity Trust, 100 Smiles Charity, Ramesh Gelli Foundation, GSPV Trust, Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisation and other NPOs could make heavenly difference to more than 10000 people across the country through various initiatives.

This year we could train more than 1200 women on tailoring, Maggam, Beautician, Mehndi design and Driving and 300 men in Driving. We thank RTO, Manneguda for their support in empowering 500+ rural youth at Ibrahimpatnam. We thank all the corporate houses, especially CCL, BNP Paribas, Avineon, Bright Solar and Deccan, Hyundai, NATCO Pharma, Sivashakthi Group, GVPR Engineers, Gowra Group and companies for standing by abhaya with their CSR Funds.

Youth Empowerment campuses at Anantapur and Bangalore are under construction and need resources to complete. We thank Megasan Labs and ACE academy for coming forward and supporting Anantapuram project.

30 Rural Men & Women who are otherwise restricted to homes now trained as Teachers to provide livelihood skills and life skills to thousands of unemployed. Their stories are now an Inspiration to many. 2 biggest assets abhaya own in the years...Smt Krishna Veni Rangarao and Sri P SriRamasachandra Murthy who are the persons behind empowering thousands of people in the country. We salute them.

Around 30 students re programming their lives with abhaya. We thank KSR & KVG Educational Trust and Sealwell Corporation for partnering us in Educare. We could enhance the infrastructure facilities of 10 schools across Telangana and Andhra Pradesh.

We distributed 6000 blankets in more than 10 states of India under abhaya Hunt the Winter. 500 abhayans across the world joined their hands and hearts in pooling the resources and participated in the distribution. We thank all the volunteers for their wonderful support in this regard.

abhaya Home of Happiness at Ibrahimpatnam serving 30 destitutes who don’t have love and care in life. Kusuma Kumari, who is our first inmate is now leading a life on her own. We congratulate her and wish her all the very best.

My Home Jewel Community, Maharshi Rice mills, Miryalaguda, Manikchand group, Srinivas, Samrakshana Foundation and many others stood by the inmates and 150 abhayans registered for Nityanna Seva scheme. We thank Dr Sulapani, Dr Himabindu and Rajya Lakshmi hospitals for taking care of abhaya inmates whenever there is a need.

Abhaya after completing 12 years of service, decided to have more focus on EEE - Education, Empowerment and Enlightenment. We are sure that with such enhanced focus abhaya will reach new heights in the years ahead. We thank abhaya National Advisory Council, Board Trustees, Members and Office Bearers...More specifically thousands of Donors across the globe for their continuous and consistent efforts in making abhaya a transparent and inspiring NGO.

Finally, we all bow before thousands of beneficiaries who granted all of us at abhaya for the opportunity of serving them with our might.

We offer this report to all of you with pranams to the lotus feet of HH Sri Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji.

**Jaihind**
ಶುಭ ಸಂಜೆ, ಮಾಚ್ 29ನೇ ಡಿಸೆಂಬರ್ 2020ರ ಸಂಜೆ ನಡೆದ ಅಭಯ ಫೌಂಡೇಶನ್ ನ 13ನೇ ಅಡಿಕ್ರೈಕಲ್ ಸಂಜಾರ ಸಂಜೆಗೆ, ಬೊರ್ ಸಂಜಾರ ಕೇಂದ್ರ ಪ್ರಧಾನ ಮಂತ್ರಿ ಸ್ವರೂಪ ಬೆಂಗಳೂರಿನ ಭರತ್ ಮಹೋದಯ ಅವರಿಗೆ, ಅಭಯ ಫೌಂಡೇಶನ್ ನ ಬಾಲಚಂದರ್ ಮಹೋದಯ ಇಂಟರ್ನ್ಯೂಡಿಚ್ ಕಾಯರ್ಕರ್ಮದಲ್ಲಿ ಬಂದ ಸಂಘಟನೆಗಳಿಗೆ ತಮ್ಮ ಸೇವಾಚಟುವಟಿಕೆಗಳ ಬಗೆಗಳನ್ನು ಕನಾರ್ ರಾಜಯ್ಯದ ಯುವಶಕಿತ್ ಸೇವಾ ಫೌಂಡೇಷನ್ಗೆ 3 ನಿಮಿಷದ ಕಾಲಾವಕಾಶದೊಳಗಿದೆ. ಅದೆಂದರೆ ಎನಿಸಾವ್ತರ್ ಸೇವೆಗೆ ಹೆಸರುವಾಗಿದೆ. ಅಗತಯ್ವಾದಗಳು ಜನರಿಗೆ ಸೇವೆ ಸಲ್ಲಿಸುವದೇ ಅಭಯದ ಸಾಥ್ಪಕರಾದ ಬಾಲಚಂದರ್ ಮಹೋದಯ ಅವರಿಗೆ, ಅಭಯ ಫೌಂಡೇಶನ್ ಟರ್ಲ್ಟ್ಒ ತಂಡಕೆಕ್, ಅಭಯ ಕಾಯರ್ಕಾರಣೀ ಸಮಿತಿಗೆ ಹಾಗೆ ಅವರ ಕಾಯರ್ಗಳೆಗೆ ಬೆಂಬಲವಾಗಿ ಎಲ್ಲಾಗೂ ಯುವಶಕಿತ್ ಸೇವಾ ಫೌಂಡೇಷನ್ವತಿಯಿಂದ ಧನಯ್ವಾದಗಳು.
I am Manoj working as a software engineer in an MNC and I started a Ngo in 2016 called “100 Smiles Charity Foundation” with the help of my friends to betterment the quality education in rural Government schools.

The Main moto behind starting this foundation was to provide quality education to government school children and ensure that every child is able to fulfill their potential, irrespective of his or her circumstances and background.

And then we started to go back to schools and addressing the unaddressed issues so far, we believed that through digital education we can provide quality education to the students, and then we started Digital labs, science labs, libraries, Digital classroom in government schools which are very far from Hyderabad a complete rural schools.

And we became a bridge between the students, parents, teachers, village panchayat's & government officials. And till date we have provided the services to 25 Government schools, 7000 students in 2 telugu states.

In this process I met abhaya Foundation founder Balachandra garu and came to know about the activities of abhaya, I was amazed to know about their selfless works for the nation, they are been in pan india and addressing issues in various sectors like education ,health, livelihood, women empowerment and what not where there is a need there is abhaya.

And then I started working with abhaya, Initially I worked with them in Srikakulam for the welfare of Titli Cyclone victims, we built houses, water plants, community toilets in 6 villages in the Srikakulam. This was great learning experience for me which Abhaya gave me, It has been more than 2 years I was associated with them.

Till now in collaboration with abhaya we have developed 10 Government schools in TG & AP last year by setting up Digital labs, Science Labs & other support. And this year we are going with some more schools in collaboration.

I thank our CSR partners VIVO, DXC Foundation, Aspire Systems. For supporting all our initiatives.

I should specially thank Team abhaya foundation & founder bala sir for trusting me and sharing his work with me. Its always a great experience working with you sir, you are my guide, teacher and my father. I become more disciplined after working with you and I transformed myself as a good human being in this journey.

Thanks for mentoring me & my foundation. Looking forward to continuing this journey.

Lets together make nation a best place. Thank you

Jai Hind !!!
Excerpts from the talk by Sri Sajjan, Kerala

തന്റെ 2018 ഡിജിലല്യിലെല്ലാം മാനസികമായി ഉത്തുമുതലാണ്‌ ഫോഷൺ ഗവൺ‌മെന്റ്‌ തകരുകയും സന്യാസിയും വെച്ച സാഹചരയാട്ടാൻ സാമിപ്യാലുകളും അഭയ ആളുകളെ നൽകുകയും. അനുഭവം അനുഭവിക്കുന്ന മൂവു നൽകിയതും അനുഭവിക്കുന്ന മൂവു നൽകിയതും തെക്കേ ജില്ലായിലായി സേനാം. എന്റെ ഫിഷിൻഗ് ഗ്രീഹാപകരണം ഒരു പശുതിന്‌ അനുഗമിക്കുകയും. ഇത്‌ മുകളിൽ അന്തർജ്ഞാനയിൽ അനുസരിച്ച് പിന്നാലുകളില്‌ സാമിപ്യാലുകളും അഭയ ആളുകളെ നൽകുകയും.
Invoking divine blessings

I'am Phaneendra from Anantapuram.

I'm here to talk about the joint project by SSSMSS and abhaya at Rotarypuram Anantapuram, The Anantapur Project.

I stand as a witness to that project since it's inception.

To talk precisely even before the inception. When Meda Uncle was praying at Bhagwan Baba's Sannidhi in Prasanth Nilayam he got an intuition, which he considered as message from Baba himself that abhaya foundation should be given a chance to serve with youth empowerment initiative at the Anantapuram project for which around 1 acre of land was allotted to abhaya to start and set up a rural empowerment center. Where almost 20000 sqft is being built.

abhaya didn't wait for all the infrastructure to come. We went into the villages spoke to them. Spread words of encouragement and awareness. And we started many empowerment initiatives like driving tailoring to many batches.

A computer training center was also setup for unemployed youth. Could you imagine HH Chinna jeeyar swamiji and HH vidhu Sekhara Bharathi Tirtha swamiji visiting campus even when it is under construction.

HH vidhu sekhara bharathi swamiji added that he could feel Sarada amma's presence in the site and he blessed Anantapuram project to become a great center of spirituality, empowerment and happiness. Swamiji also blessed the project with a donation of 1 lakh on behalf of singeri math and assured all support.

The abhaya's youth empowerment center was 80% done and has come to halt since a year because of lack of funds. I would like to request all of you to come forward so that we can complete and inaugurate the center within the time we thought.

I also wish that we may celebrate upcoming abhaya annual events in Anantapuram project.

We look forward to invite everyone here for Anantapuram project inauguration while we dedicate it at His lotus feet and to fellow country men.

Jai hind
Excerpts from the talk by Ms Latha, Tamilnadu

Excerpts from the talk by Smt K Veni Ranga Rao, Director, Women Empowerment

Excerpts from the talk by Avinash, Telangana

I would like to thank Balachandra garu for inviting me on this wonderful occasion of abhaya's 13th birthday. Balachandra sir is a role model to me and I salute Balachandra sir's meticulous vision & relentless pursuit to make every program successful. How a mother feels towards her child similarly Balachandra sir shows his motherly love and responsibility. He goes to the beneficiaries level of understanding and inspires them.

I learnt 3 qualities from my mother: Discipline, Dedication & Hardwork. These are the foundation stones for the growth of individual & society. The same thing I said when we went to Jedcherla to distribute sewing machines to unemployed and uneducated women so that they can earn their livelihood thereby enabling them to stand on their own feet. I could understand Balachandra sir's pain in making sure that they understand the importance of the program. Donating is easy but implementing the welfare programs and coordinating at ground level is very difficult.

Since the start of my professional career, I have been donating to Abhaya's Monthly support scheme. Whenever I participate in the Hunt the Winter program, I get some sort of satisfaction. Balachandra sir says "serving hands are better than praying lips". I felt this true while participating in the program viz. distributing blankets to the poor and homeless people sleeping on the streets enduring chilling winter cold.

I want to give happiness to others. I am glad that I am contributing to the welfare of the society and I am able to give happiness to many people through Abhaya Foundation. Spirituality combined with Technology will bring miracles to the society.
Bharata Darshan was no ordinary journey and it is not any other book. Frost biting cold or body biting Sun, intimidating altitudes or infinite deep seas, sprained leg or blistered back and not even the demise of his beloved Father has stopped him from culminating his Quest. A quest with a burning desire and a profound prayer of Samastha loka Sukhinobavanthu. It once again brings out attention to the fact that if intentions are pure God will always stand by you and one shall find various such instances in this book, where Sri Balachandra Sunku, I fondly call him uncle, was protected by God through human beings, stolen or forgotten, his valuables always came back to him, Darshan at many Sanctum Santorums was awaited for his arrival, many unknown people lent their helping hands, restricted places for commoners were accessed and despite the extreme weather geographical conditions of India, nothing made him seriously sick. And not just, animals also are no exception to this fact; you will find a witty encounter of uncle with the Monkey God is one such instance. As a sceptic I can re assure you all with my personal experience that this is not exaggeration but an apt elucidation.

The Author has been struggling for months with existential question as to search the purpose of Life even before the thought of Bharata Darshan. And it is indeed HH Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji who has given life to his intuition with his mangalasasanams, with utmost love and care Swamiji has guided uncle personally for the Yatra, he stood by him from inception to culmination and it is for his divine blessings that Bharata Darshan had been a tremendous success and we all are here witnessing it. There are many people who lent their support; donations ranging from one hundred to one lakh were poured down with love and submission. Many other supported him by taking care of logistics and a few fortunate people could accompany him.

Bharata Darshan is just not a travelogue capturing the historical importance of various places with its rich religious and cultural importance. It is a firsthand inspirational experience of our Bharat the incredible India, an insight into the rich heterogeneous culture and the influence it has given to preserve, protect and re build all the significant sites with the help of modern technology. A culture like Bharat and a chronicle like Bharata Darshan can never be found elsewhere in the World. Many people like Sri Kashyap Choksi, Gopi Krishna Pidatala, Rajashekar Reddy and many people spent invaluable man hours in collecting...correcting...editing... designing the journals to bring it down to a beautiful book. I’ve also had the fortune of rendering my services to this verbal wonder. HH Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji himself took the pain of reading the entire book to bless it. This book is to be treated as a reverential offering to God and our God full Country Bharat, blessed by our revered Chinna jeeyar Swamiji, and not as any other commercial commodity. My dear friends please don’t go by the price of the book the ecstatic experiences you attain when you buy the book are no match to its price. And the sale proceeds of this book will go to abhya foundation and not to any individual’s pocket.

This book is a 12 months old baby, 6 months of intense Yatra and 6 months of Sadhana has finally resulted in the release this book in the hands of Swamiji on this very auspicious leap day of 29, Feb, 2020. Swamiji, it is blessing and love alone has made everything a reality today.

And at last let us not forget to thank our Sponsors Sri Vasudevarao Devaki, Sri Gowra Srinivas, Sri Sri Ch Venkateswara Rao, Sri GVP Reddy have given us this book today. It is their hard earned given with utmost love, care and reverence that have brought these chronicles Life as Pustaka Prasadam.
Excerpts from the talk by Sri Challa Srishanth, MD, CCL, Hyderabad

An organisation which is serving the community selflessly since one and half decade is not an ordinary thing...I must congratulate abhaya Foundation for their selfless work on the eve of their Annual Thanks Giving Event on this day.

I wish to congratulate all the Board Trustees of abhaya Foundation who are shouldering the responsibility of taking forward the philosophy of abhaya in true word and spirit. I am amazed to see their belief zeal and commitment since inception in the year 2006.

We at the CCL Products India Ltd., Believes in doing good work wherever possible treating GOD as our partner. Same is the case with abhaya. May be this is the reason why we partnered with abhaya in serving the country men.

Love All - Serve All is what needed for any NGO today in the world. I can see huge impact of such spirit here in this gathering today. I wish to appreciate hundreds of Individual Donors and scores of corporate donors who became the life line for abhaya observing the deserving people. I understand there are people who are contributing Rs.100 every month...It means those whose earning is minimum too lending their hands of support.

The most beautiful image in the world is that of a genuine smile, a smile that naturally occurs in someone when we minimize their pain through our little deeds of selfless support and kindness. This is the precept behind abhaya: ‘alleviation of suffering!’ The small acts of help many times go a long way in bringing relief to someone who is acutely suffering in some way.

The philosophy behind abhaya Foundation is the delivery of reassurance that help is available to anyone who is in desperate need of something. Something that can help him not just survive but live a better life and in turn spread the message of service. Our scope is not restricted to caring for just the sick or the destitute, but goes far beyond and covers a repertoire of social services that become our Mission: 'Service With a HEART.' This encompasses Healthcare, Education, Awareness Creation, Rural Development and Transformation.

Seeing the good work happening on these lines...i really felt very happy today. Today NGOs like abhaya are in need of support from Corporates as the Govt is now asking them to spend their 2% profit for communities connected for them under Corporate Social Responsibility.

CCL is doing such CSR work voluntarily since it’s inception...we are happy to spend our funds in making the world a better place to live...hence joined hands with abhaya Foundation since a decade. Today I am happy to be the CSR Partners of abhaya which is empowering thousands rural youth by providing them free livelihood skills and life skills.

abhaya need thousands of volunteers to help them bring some comfort to the unfortunate. Come and join hands with abhaya and demonstrate your love for your fellow beings.

Come and be part of a movement that will surely gladden your heart, come and show that together we can bring about a change in the world. Come and show that you too have a heart, and in the process of serving those in need we will truly be transformed.
Good evening to all, and my pranams to Chinna Jeeyar, who appreciated me for coming here saying that abhaya foundation is doing exemplary work in doing service. Then I told wherever there is service activity, Swamiji will be there, governor will also be there and that is the attitude of Telangana.

My respects to Rajasekahar garu, Meda Narasimhulu garu, Ranga Rao garu and Balachandra garu, who also authored a book ‘Bharatha Darshan’. I really honored to be here, it is not easy to come out with different service activities in this era of selfishness. Abhaya foundation is doing extraordinary work in the fields of Education, village development, self help group sector and skill development. I appreciate three award winners.

When they were announced, they introduced as Middle Class. I feel there should be only two categories, who ever serve others should be upper class and other selfish people should be lower class. While going through Bharath Darshan, Bharath is a great country. Real citizen of Bharath can never avoid service as it is in our genes. Even Sri Vivekananda said, before going to abroad I liked India and after returning I worship India.. That is the nature of Bharath. Hanuman says, wherever Rama’s name is changed he will be there similarly, wherever service is needed, abhaya will be there. That is what I got from the activities of abhaya.

Abhaya is truly implementing the words of Sri Shirdi Sai Baba and Sri Satya Sai Baba, to love all and serve all. I appreciate the service activities and honoured to share the stage with saint HH Chinna Jeeyar.

I am happy to know, abhaya foundation is coming with huge facilities for youth empowerment and women empowerment. I sincerely appreciate Sri Meda Narasimhulu, Chairman, Sri Bhushan Bharateeya of Yuva shakthi for working on building campuses in Anantapuram and Bengaluru. Abhya supporting meritorious students under educare is commendable. I appreciate service activities of abhaya and thanking everyone.
Jai Srimannarayana! Service is a difficult word to practice than to say. People always talk about Service activities. But we rarely find people doing it. Why one do service? Is it for benefiting others or for Self-Satisfaction. If one think that the service benefits someone else, arrogance will increase, but when we do service for our own joy, one will enjoy the activities.

Founder Sreeman Balachandra, through abhaya foundation, is doing wonderful service activities for his own satisfaction and his own joy. Anything that you want to do to a person, will always be through body, we cannot touch soul, but can touch body.

Everything we see around is the divine body of God. When one wish to serve the God, serve where there is need. People most of the times think that they are serving needy. They should understand, how they are connected to it. Most of the times people miss this connection. Sreeman Balachandra with guidance of Sri Meda Narasimhulu and with the support of powerful team, and all the donors providing wonderful services. We appreciate the First Lady of Telangana state to be here with abhaya on its annual day and giving her wonderful message.

We are giving mangalasasams to all, because as per Maha Bharata, the benefit goes to does, taker, watchers and who done throw any obstacles. All of you are part of great work to God happening through abhaya. So we are giving our mangalasasanams to everyone present here.

Most people feel that service activities are something which are done by people who don’t have any work to do. If other body parts don’t respond to an injury and pain, we say those parts are useless. All the body parts will respond to the pain, to prove their existence. Similarly, we are all different parts of the same body. One can extend the horizon to village, state, nation and world. But if one person is suffering, other should respond and see that the pain is reduced.

Sreeman balachandra started his bharata darshan when his father health is not so well. Even then, he covered all the corners of the country, met many saints, visited different cultures and shared his learning with others. Thus he strengthened the pillars of abhaya foundation with his learnings and wrote this book, “Bharata Darshan” to share his learnings in the yatra.

abhaya foundation is responding well for different causes like, Hunt the winter to distribute blankets in chilling weather, motivating students before exams, and supporting patients for their medical needs. All these activities are carried out without expecting any return. That is why we congratulate abhaya on its 13th anniversary.

We should extend the horizon of service, as all of you know telugu saying “Manava Sevaye Madhava Seva”, which translates to ‘service to mankind is service to God’. But it is not ‘service to mankind alone is service to God’. People took the literal meaning and behaving badly with the environment and with self-ideology started cutting trees, killing animals, spoiling the water, spoiling the air. All these elements are parts of divine parts of the same God.

When we treat all the elements with love and care, God in them will be feeling happy. So Sarvaprani seva is Service is God. The ideology of abhaya and its founder is also same. We are giving our mangalasasanams for the book “Bharat Darshan”, authored by founder and blessing sreemaan Balachandra and sreeman Narasimhulu, who is in his early 80’s with good health to do more and more good service activities. We also appreciate the Governor Smt Tamilisai Sounderarajan for encouraging organizations like abhaya and sparing their time for service activities.
Dear All,

A very good evening to all of you.

I slept and dreamt that life was joy.

I came across Abhaya Foundation’s newsletter. I awoke and saw that life was service. I met Sri Balachandra Sunku at Abhaya, got acquainted with their work towards service of mankind. I acted and behold that service was joy.

Today I am very happy to sign the MOU between Dhanush Healthcare and Abhaya Foundation to work in collaboration for the cause of needy and under privileged.

We intend to adapt a village and impart skills to the residents through skill development programs. The reason being - we feel that if we give food or money, it is one time. But if we impart skill, it is for lifetime. Hence, specific courses such as tailoring, maggam zardosi work, beautician and driving courses have been structured through 3 months training programs to empower 100 men/women in that area in a year.

On the event of Abhaya Foundation’s Annual day, I thank Abhaya for their magnificent benevolence to the society and my special thanks to Sri Balachandraji for his tireless efforts and relentless pursuit towards this cause. God bless and my best wishes on behalf of Dhanush.
வெளிவெளிய நிறுவனங்கள் அலுவலாக அர்ப்பணிக்கப்பட்டு, பொறியியல் நோக்கில் நிறுவனங்கள் ஆனது ஆளிய நோக்கில் ஆக்கிரமிக்கப்பட்டுள்ளது. இந்த விளக்கத்தின் பொறியியல் நோக்கில் நிறுவனங்கள் ஆனது ஆளிய நோக்கில் ஆக்கிரமிக்கப்பட்டுள்ளது. செயல்திறன் மற்றும் நோக்கில் நிறுவனங்கள் ஆனது ஆளிய நோக்கில் ஆக்கிரமிக்கப்பட்டுள்ளது. காரணம் அரங்கில் ஒரு பொறியியல் நோக்கில் கொண்டுள்ளது, இதன்படி நிறுவனங்கள் மற்றும் ஆண்டுகள் மற்றும் கொண்டுள்ளது.
Dear Balachandra garu, Sri GM Rao garu Group Chairman of GMR Group told me to convey his best wishes for your today's Anniversary event of Abhaya Foundation. He conveyed all his admiration for the noble work you have been doing for the welfare of the underprivileged. – PNS Murthy, Head - Organisational Values, GMR Group, Hyderabad International Airport

Dear abhaya team, Kudos to each and every member of abhaya team who participated on the stage and behind the stage. The program was very well organised and superbly executed. Each one of the item was excellent and it was like a feast to eyes and heart.

I am very proud of the abhaya achievements and its long term vision. During these 13 years the abhaya has reached a different peaks altogether. I take this opportunity to hank each and every donor, who have lent their support to this Nobel cause - CA S Narayana Rangaiah, Founder Trustee, Bengaluru

I was pleased to attend part of the 13th annual event of Abhaya Foundation. The energy and enthusiasm of Mr. Balachandra was mesmerizing. Very laudable work being done by the foundation. Was impressed with the dedication of some young volunteers who were recognised with medals. The gathering was much larger than I expected. I liked the message of HH Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji about service being for own happiness. The dance performances were very good.

I flipped through Bharat Darshan and was amazed at the adventurous spirit of Mr. Balachandra. I would like to emulate his travel, but do not have the courage to go the way he did. Best wishes, and thanks for inviting me. - Rajivlal, Senior citizen, Hyderabad

I fully agree with this. Governor and Jeeyar Swami spoke very well. 15-20 people came from our gated community. They are all very impressed with abhaya work and the way the program is conducted. Another good thing was full fledged dinner, beneficiaries enjoyed food and unlimited ice-cream. – CS G Raghu Babu, Trustee, Hyderabad

As always, our function is conducted like a well oiled machine. Compliments to the entire team, lead by you. All my friends felt happy to be connected (for the first time), and they promised to do their little bit for our abhaya. Already one of them, Mr. VST. Sai, contributed Rs.10,000/-, last week. God bless you all - abhaya Prasad

Briefed CA Veerappan, CS Manikandan & CS Naresh, HIL Ltd., Hyderabad about the need of CSR funds for running projects of abhaya. Hoping to have positive response from them.

Master, Please apply for times of India csr awards, please see today's times of India - CS Venkata Ramana Reddy, Company Secretary, Hyderabad
Thank you so much for inviting me to this event sir. After looking at the crowd who are benefited from Abhaya foundation I felt very emotional. I am member of me2we group where we do blood donations and do some support to students. I definitely want to be part of this Abhaya foundation. Thank you so much - Mani, Kotak Mutual Fund

Dear Board Members, Thank you each one of you for making it to event yesterday and stand by the cause. I know, without your support, we could not conduct such a wonderful event. Kudos to you all for making the event to grand success! - KSV Siva krishna, Secretary, Abhaya Foundation.

Sairam dear Bala. How are you after a hectic rewarding program. We were rewarded and very happy to have been with you all last evening. It was a wonderful Divine event with Sri Jeeyar Swami and the HEx Governor. Wonderful sentiments expressed. Very good for Abhaya. Thank you for making us part of you. The final outcome of the book is excellent – H Srinivsulu, Hyderabad

Thank you for the invitation Bala. My mother and self are indebted to you for facilitating to seek Guruji's blessings - Gowra Subbaraj, Industrialist, Hyderabad

Forget about small things, the program is very planned and God blessed you and your team with success happy, May swami shower HIS choicest blessings on you abhaya for your future endeavors. - M Udaya Bhaskar Reddy, Hyderabad

Dear Uncle, abhaya Annual and Bharath darshan release went on like a feast for the heart with gathering of so many wonderful souls. Needless to say always you will be winning our hearts with your humble way of multi-tasking. It is not so easy to deal with big people and such a big function. But you did it with ease with lots of love. Honorouble Governor and Sri Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji's messages were awesome. You have done lot of ground work and main work. Your body may tire but your soul is tireless uncle. Despite of such busy schedule you never miss making others happy by your presence with them, appreciation or participation in cultural part. Infact pleasing every one and remembering everyone is difficult thing. I take a bow to your relentless effort in trying to keep us intact with Abhaya and social service. Thank you for giving BHARATH DARSHAN book. - Dr Sailatha, MBBS, Anantapuram

Dear Balachandra, Congratulations, program went on well. grand success - GV Anjaneyulu, Dist President, TDP, Guntur

Dear Balchandra Uncle. It was an amazing... beautiful... happy moments for every person present at the hall to be a part of the abhaya Aadrasha. It is always our pleasure to take part in such Celebrations. The programme was designed in a very beautiful manner encouraging and motivating every individual... enlightening with the message of service... recognising those who took part and also showing everyone like, how one gets to know himself better by way of doing service. I am happy that you have pen down your experiences of Bharat Darshan. It is an amazing narrative, for the reader, it is like you experiencing every location you been and Thank you for that uncle. I am again thankful for asking me for the feedback even though I am none to say about it for the work you doing so. - Rohit Sathiraju, CA Student, Hyderabad
It's all went very well. This year event is more inspiring when compared to all the previous years. It was not at all boring...Very engaging for us. All the Guests gave a very good message. The drama performance is simply super...I liked it very much. But, the crowd was leaving, due to their travel. You in Vidura character is awesome. - Soujanya Krishna, W/o KSV Sivakrishna, Secretary, abhaya Foundation

Very well organised and orchestrated program. Kudos to you and the entire team of Abhaya Volunteers. – Rashida

Swami ji, hearty congratulations for the great event that you organized and for taking care of every minute details. Pls take care of yourself and take lil rest today. - Chandrima, Director, Dhanush Healthcare, Hyderabad

It was our privilege to be part of the event. Felt very happy - PS Rao, Trustee, abhaya Foundation

I have seen the entire program through you tube (live). Right from national anthem to end national anthem both sung by you dear. God willingly I could watch the program sir - CA IS Prasad, Vice President, FKCCI, Bengaluru

Excellent arrangements. Extraordinary execution Bala garu - Dr K Narasimha Rao, BMS Engg College, Bengaluru

My love for the cause and organisation is always there. It's not just a journey.... it's divine journey. Thank you - B Sumathi, IPS, SP, Telangana Child & Women Safety, Hyderabad

I was outside hyderabad, could not make it. I am always with the mission abhaya - VV Lakshminarayana, IPS Rtd.

Dr Tamilisai Soundararajan, Governor of Telangana, inspired us with her thought-provoking speech. HH Sri Thridandi Ramanuja Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji enlightened us. Many of my friends, colleagues and students attended the event. Specially, my friend Satyam suryanarayana was inspired by abhaya and Balachandra anna. He then wrote a poem on the spot and sang on the dias. All the people in the event enjoyed Performances, Dances and specially Srikrishna Rayabaram. Fortunately, I was a part of a short film. Which was about love and care behind Balachandra anna's harsh voice. Finally, it was a great event and we got a good experience. Thank you abhaya. - M Mahesh, IAS Coach, Hyderabad

Dear Sri Bala. I am very proud of you. Abhaya is doing great great work.I love and happy to be there but due to my preoccupation am not able to attend the event. Kindly do not think otherwise. May God bless you always affectionately yours - Datla Hanumantha Raju, Trustee, abhaya Foundation
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Datla Hanumantha Raju, Trustee, abhaya Foundation
Thank you for the love and affection and receiving. One feedback - considering the scale of event and VVIPs & dignitaries I felt for you managing, anchoring and coordinating the program was a challenge. Suggestion is one of it can be delegated so that focus and continuity are there. On that stage even a 2 second halt appears very long and may not look good in front of HH Swami and other VVIPs. Felt like sharing this for the good. - Lakshmikanth Sunkara, Member - Hyundai CSR Committee, Hyderabad

Congratulations. If you require CSR contribution for Abhaya, please send a request to GATI with all the relevant brochures. We will try to contribute from the company as well provided we have Documentation explaining CSR related activities. FY 2019-2020 is coming to an end. So please send it quickly - CS Maharani. Company Secretary, GATI, Hyderabad

Balachandra garu...Thank you. I was so happy to attend the event so wonderfully conducted by you and I could understand the great and noble work being done by you. God Bless you. I am trying for a bigger donation from GMR. I will inform you soon. Please send me photos of my receiving prize from you on the Dias. - PSN Murthy, GMR International Airport, Hyderabad

Dear BALA, a small suggestion that we should auction the Bharat Dharshan books autographed by Sri Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji. The proceeds of course will go to the abhaya. It happens at most of the events and occasions – CA S Narayana Rangaiah, Founder Trustee, Bengaluru

Swami ji, hearty congratulations for the book release and for taking care of every minute details. Thank you Swami ji. Sure Swami ji. I will transfer funds today to abhaya account. I will speak to my HR manager to set up a session to introduce Abhaya to my employees. That way we will send employee contribution to Abhaya also - Chandrima, Director, Dhanush Healthcare, Hyderabad

Very humbling. The abhaya Foundation is doing such exemplary work for Society. I deem it a privilege to have witnessed such a nice program in the Divine presence of Chinna Jeer Swamiji. Mr.M.R.Chandu, who is also connected to Sri.Rajendra Prasad of CCL. - Abhaya Prasad

Hearty congratulations for the wonderful event. Your role as Vidura was captivating & fabulous...It was definitely motivating for the people sitting in front and at the back many youth were standing....I myself wanted to leave after the book release...but programs kept me tied till the end Through bringing more ppl. I meant word of mouth ...or discussing on this. I had already discussed with known ppl. one lady who came with me had a negative feeling before coming, she was dumbstruck.

Advanced Technology is at its best use...people standing at the far back of the hall were also able to watch the program clearly. Sound system was perfect. As and when possible I shall surely support abhaya...Women empowerment stalls are very attractive. Huge change in work style..very good advancement. I bought many bags...though not of much use...just to encourage them... Thinking I can gift anyone when necessary without purchasing from outside - Aparna, Hyderabad
Balachandra Uncle’s devout Bharata Darshan Yatra. This book has amazed scores of people with its comprehension of Indian Culture and the possibilities one can create with their pure intentions. Bharata Darshan is a book that cannot be explained but can only read and experienced!!! Do buy the book and contribute to abhaya with an added advantage of Bharata Darshan! - S Lalitha Lahari, Proddaturu

Reading the Bharata Darshan book and your visit and explanation are awesome.. I would say it is like "Lonely Planet’s Discover India" tourist book with more focus on Religious place. very nice and proud of you.. I Must tell, I cried after you facilitated those kids working in MNCS post your support - Venkat, Dell, Hyderabad

Its a honour for being part of abhaya aadarsha grand event. No words for your tremendous energy, dedication, kindness, vision,'Service with heart’ ... Hats off to you all. I am proud to be an Abhayan and put my small hands to serve. Thank you sir...I am blessed to receive Bharata Darshan book from your handa. I donate every year to abhaya ... I work with Shiva garu - Durga, CSR Coordinator, DXC Foundation, Hyderabad

abhaya Adarsha, the 13th Annual Thanks Giving event is undoubtedly the best of all the events that I’ve witnessed in my 10 years association with abhaya. abhaya’s prerogative to invite HH Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji and Hon’ble Governor of Telangana, and their kind acceptance and attendance to the event has added approbation to abhaya and it’s Mission. Their presence spoke volumes about the real time work that is happening at abhaya unlike any other organisation. The Cultural events have thoroughly engaged the audience irrespective of their age and background. Unlike ever I was also involved in the event immensely that I ensured to be there from beginning till end. Bharata Darshan is a magnum opus of...
Wow sir. What a monumental journey you have accomplished. Many many heartfelt congratulations once again. May God bless you with more and more energy and spirit for accomplishing more for the country. Thank you so much for sharing. - **Sunil Nair, Mumbai**

Thanks for making us part of such a wonderful event and abhaya foundation...whether we discuss, agree, disagree...all we do it for a good cause and if the event leave a message for others to start lending hands of support for the cause then our responsibility towards society increases....Appreciate you sir for leading all of us - **CS Jinesh Kumar, PS Rao & Associates, Hyderabad**

**Witty Chaat with my child, a software engineer turned into kindness Action - Balachandra**

xxxx: It was great to witness abhaya's bday. Mama did you upload the abhaya AV anywhere?
Balachandra: Not yet
xxxx: Once its done kindly send the link to me. I need to show to mom n few friends
Balachandra: What will happen if you do that
xxxx: They told they want to know about it so i asked you. Ofcourse i have sent them the website link
Balachandra: If they know what will happen
xxxx: Mama even i dont know ... when they asked about abhaya I asked..."what will happen there after you know"
Balachandra: Dear...You know about abhaya since birth...You are yet to ACT even in 13th year...What will they do with one link. I suggest you to start your monthly donation...
xxxx: U will have answer now...Just transferred Rs.6000/-
Balachandra: Thank you my dear child...
Gratitude to
Sri Challa Rajendra Prasad, CCL

He is very happy about the event
Profusely happy about abhaya
All praises to Sandhya Mgt
Surprised for not meeting me until today
Assured support to ATP Project
Appreciated CS PS Rao & CS Sridevi, CCL
Complimented entire board members of abhaya
Respects to Sri Meda for his out standing service
Advised us to blindly believe GOD

www.abhayafoundation.org

Conveyed our Gratitude to Management of Sandhya
Convention for hosting abhaya Annual Event

Thank You Dear CS Vasudeva Rao for
standing by “Bharata Darshan”
International Women’s Day Special Story

ప్రస్తుతం గురించి
అంశాలతో కనంపెంచి బారిసే పిస్తా.
అభివృద్ధి సంస్థ, టైమ్స్ ఎన్టీ సేవా సంస్థ యొక్క స్థాయి ప్రశంసకు వాడుక ప్రేక్షించిన సంస్థ. ముఖ్య మాధ్యమాల నుండి సంస్థ యొక్క స్థాయి ప్రశంసకు వాడుక ప్రేక్షించిన సంస్థ.

మరొక సంస్థ, 2014 లో ప్రఖ్యాతమైన నాటికి నాగరిక ప్యాకింగ్ సంస్థ యొక్క స్థాయి ప్రశంసకు వాడుక ప్రేక్షించిన సంస్థ. అయితే ప్రఖ్యాతమైన సంస్థ నాగరిక ప్యాకింగ్ సంస్థ యొక్క స్థాయి ప్రశంసకు వాడుక ప్రేక్షించిన సంస్థ.

5 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన ఇది సాధారణంగా ప్రాంతం భారతదేశం, అమెరికా, యూరోప్లు సాధారణంగా 300 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 6000 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 30 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 50 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 30 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 10 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన, beautician అనేక రొబ్బకి సంస్థల సంయోగాలను పోట్లు చేసినారు.

చూసిన వాగుంది శాశ్వతంగా, ఆలయాల అందాలు వాసన వంటిది ప్రశంసకు వాడుక ప్రేక్షించిన సంస్థ.

10 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 200 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 5000 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 20 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 10 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 5 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 1 రోజాను ప్రారంభించిన, beautician అనేక రొబ్బకి సంయోగాలను పోట్లు చేసినారు.

చూసిన వాగుంది శాశ్వతంగా, ఆలయాల అందాలు వాసన వంటిది ప్రశంసకు వాడుక ప్రేక్షించిన సంస్థ.

10 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 200 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 5000 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 20 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 10 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 5 రోజాలు ప్రారంభించిన 1 రోజాను ప్రారంభించిన, beautician అనేక రొబ్బకి సంయోగాలను పోట్లు చేసినారు.

చూసిన వాగుంది శాశ్వతంగా, ఆలయాల అందాలు వాసన వంటిది ప్రశంసకు వాడుక ప్రేక్షించిన సంస్థ.
Dear Corporate Heads!

Sub: Seeking your kind CSR Funds - Reg., Greetings and gratitude!!

We wish to convey our gratitude to the Board Directors of each Indian Company who are doing their bit for those in need with the available CSR Funds with them. abhaya FOUNDATION (http://www.abhayafoundation.org), Hyderabad have their service projects across the southern states of India. Following are the projects we wish to present before you for lending your hands of support

Empowerment Initiatives:
1. Tailoring Classes for 30 Rural Women (1lakh per batch)
2. Driving Classes School for 10 Rural youth (50K per batch)
3. Driving Simulators for Youth Empowerment in AP, Telangana & Karnataka (Rs.3,00,000- per simulator)

People Care Initiatives:
1. Destitute Care at abhaya Home of Happiness (Rs.12,00,000/- PA to take care of 25 uncared people)
2. abhaya Hunt the Summer (Distributing Umbrellas/ Canopies for Street side Vendors Rs.5,00,000/-) during every Summer
3. abhaya Hunt the Winter - Distributing woollen blankets for needy (Rs.10,00,000/-) during every winter

Educare Initiatives:
1. abhaya Educare (Support for Poor and Meritorious students for perusing higher education (Rs.5,00,000/- per annum)
2. Breakfast service for 4 months to Class X students at Govt. High Schools (Rs.75,000/- per school)
3. Digital Class Rooms at Govt High Schools (Rs.2,00,000/-per school).

Infracare Initiatives:
1. abhaya Youth Empowerment Center, Anantapuram, AP under construction: Need is Rs.50,00,000/- for completion
2. abhaya Youth Empowerment Center, Bengaluru, Karnataka under construction: Need is Rs.20,00,000/-

Your supervision and feedback is needed to improve our systems, processes and procedures. We request you to support our highly committed and passionate team who support one another.

We will be more than happy to meet you to present the activities if given an opportunity. With Love & Life for the Country: KSV Siva Krishna, Secretary,(9959220450)
Everyone at abhaya home are fine. Swapna is playing better than earlier. Manemma garu went to hospital twice as she had burning sensation in eyes. Yadamma garu is suffering from severe leg ache. Food is being brought to and served to Suryakatham garu and Kamalamma garu. But they are yelling, if any mistake is done by others. Suryakanthamma garu is suffering from leg pains. For a few days, food was brought to her bed. But now, she is going to dining room during mornings and afternoons. Kamalamma garu is better compared to earlier, has reduced yelling. She is mingling with others. Kotamma is helping others despite her bad eye sight. She is helping others in wearing clothes and other petty works. Devavama garu is very happy but is gaining weight a lot. Subsanthamma garu is also suffering a little because of pains. Vasanthamma garu and Panduranga sharma garu are very happy. Vasanthamma garu is scratching because of diapers. That is leading to wounds, infections and scarring of skin. Sharma garu is also using diapers. Gopal got stuck in the small gap in the fencing while trying to pluck the Papaya fruit. All of us, tried hard to get him out but in vain. Vishwanath was outside and so we called Veeresh anna and he took him out. He keeps walking all night. He ate 10 chapathis at one night and by God's grace, everything is fine. Balaji garu keeps discussing about Gopal all night and they are getting into arguments and fights sometimes. Reddy garu also fights with Gopal. Lakshman, usually, is good and fine. He is helping in cleaning the floor. He doesn't take bath unless someone insist him to do. He is filling water tanks switching the motor on. Pedda ramulu garu is helping in sweeping outside. Srinivas and Mariyamma left the house keeping for their bank work and never returned. Nanda Kumar is working well. He is helping Swapna, Suryakanthamma, Vasanthamma and Kamalamma in taking bath, washing clothes, giving tablets as well. He has many health issues though. He is suffering from diabetes and some issue related to heart.

Mittapalli Srinivas garu has sent 100kg rice bag this month too. Many thanks to him. A guy named Prashanth, has performed some celebrations here along with another guy, donated 25kg rice bag and fruits. This month a batch of 4 members have been given training on driving(reverse). With lack of house keeping staff, we ourselves are sweeping and cleaning the floor. We are also doing cleaning filter, watering plants, filling water bottles and keeping in fridge, bringing vegetables and all. Saraswthamma garu has joined the home on 20th. She is very heavy and one person is not able to lift her and it's little difficult in helping her take bath. Think she has bed sores too. Ten members in ladies driving batch received their LLRs. We Thank abhaya a lot for this opportunity. - S Sowmya, Care Taker, abhaya Home.
అభయ ఫౌండేషన్ (WANTED)

అభయ సాధికారత కేంద్రం (అనంతపురంలో)
1. కోఆర్డర్ నేటర్ (మహిళ) (Age: 30 సంవత్సరాలు)
2. టైయా లరింగ్ శిక్షకురాలు (మహిళ) (Age: 30 సంవత్సరాలు)

అభయ సాధికారత కేంద్రం (బెంగళూరులో)
1. కోఆర్డర్ నటర్ (Age: 30 సంవత్సరాలు)

అభయ సాధికారత కేంద్రం (ఇబ్ర హీంపట్నంలో)
1. అడి్మనిసేట్ రటరు (Age: 35 సంవత్సరాలు)
2. హౌస్ కీపింగ్ (Age: పిల్లలు లేని, భార్య భర్తలు)
3. నరింయి (మహిళ / పురుషులు) (Age: 50 సంవత్సరాలు)
4. సెకూరిటీ గారు (Age: 35 సంవత్సరాలు)
5. డైర్వర్ (Age: 30 సంవత్సరాలు)

అభయ ఆనంద నిలయం (ఇబ్ర హీంపట్నంలో)
1. అడి్మనిసేట్ రటరు (Age: 35 సంవత్సరాలు)

అభయ ఫౌండేషన్ (హైదరాబాద్లో)
1. మేనేజర�్ (Age: 30 సంవత్సరాలు)
2. డైర్వర్ (Age: 25 సంవత్సరాలు)
3. వంటిమనిషి (Age: 22 సంవత్సరాలు)
4. ఫోటో / వీడియో ఎడింగ్ డిసైనర్ (Age: 25 సంవత్సరాలు)

అభయ ఆనంద నిలయం (9963002727)
1. అడి్మనిసేట్ రటరు (Age: 35 సంవత్సరాలు)
2. హౌస్ కీపింగ్ (Age: పిల్లలు లేని, భార్య భర్తలు)
3. నరింయి (మహిళ/పురుషులు) (Age: 50 సంవత్సరాలు)
4. సెకూరిటీ గారు (Age: 35 సంవత్సరాలు)
5. డైర్వర్ (Age: 30 సంవత్సరాలు)

అభయ ఆనంద నిలయం (9959220450)
1. అడి్మనిసేట్ రటరు (Age: 30 సంవత్సరాలు)

అభయ ఫౌండేషన్ గతం 14 సంవత్సరంలో దేశవాయింపంగా ఎన్ననోన్న సేవా కార్యకమము చేసుంటుంది. దక్షిణ భారతదేశంలోని అన్నారాష్ట్రలలో ప్రసుతతంతాపతి, శాశ్వతంతాపతి, విద్య, వైద్యం, ఉపాధి శిక్షణ అన్ని జాత్రలను ప్రసుత పంచింటాం. అభయ ఫౌండేషన్ వారికి అత్యవసరంగా ఈ కింద పేర్కన్న సాధ నాలకు అర్హత కలిగిన దూరలవాలు / నీతి నిజాయితీ, కమశిక్షణ కలిగిన వాతుల అభ్యరుథల కావలెను. ఎనిమిదులో అభ్యరుథ కాగా ఎన్నవింతము శాసనానికి నాపడాలి. ఇటులు: క్స్భ్వ్యన్ శివకృష్ణ, కార్యదరిశ అభయ ఫౌండేషన్, 9959220450.
abhaya Home of Happiness
abhaya Nithyaanna Seva Scheme
(abhaya NSS)

Day by day, the activities of abhaya Home of Happiness increasing. As abhaya is offering all the services free of cost benefiting Destitute, Patients, Unemployed Youth all through the year, the need is felt to launch abhaya Nithyaanna Seva Scheme at abhaya Home, S.No: 58, Vinobanagar Development Society, Ibrahimapatanm, RR Dist, TS. Accordingly abhaya team decided to launch a Scheme with simple guidelines. The food is provided on 1 day in a year or 1 day in a year for life time, coinciding Birthdays, Wedding days, Death Anniversaries, Festivals etc., at the choice of the Donor.

Rs.1, 116/- for Annadanam on 1 day in a year
Rs.10, 116 /- for Annadanam on 1 day, every year for the life time

Notes:
1. The names of donors shall be displayed in Gratitude Board at abhaya Home Dining Hall
2. A certificate of appreciation in this regard will be provided to the Donor along with Receipt.
3. The donations collected under this scheme will be kept in the form of FDR
4. The interest generated on such deposit will be used for providing food.
5. Project Coordinator: K Ranga Rao (Mobile No: 9701360880)
“HEART”
Transformation Update

itespace
You are the epitome of motherhood...
You are a Mirror image of affection!
You are the ultimate meaning of Love
You are a miracle that, God has created!

Happy International Women’s day!

There is no Life here without You!
If you are in lead...victory for world!
All is well only when you are well!
Pray for ur well being always in all ways!
If you are Hale & Hearty...We are safe!!

Love and Life
Balchandra

Best wishes on the eve of
International Women's Day
Important

for abhaya Donors

abhaya SB Account at Andhra Bank is designated account for Foreign Contributions. All Indian Donations must be through Axis Bank/State Bank of India/Do not deposit / transfer any Indian Donations in / to Andhra Bank. Quote Name, Nationality, Phone, Address, E-Mail & PAN while sending contributions

Beneficiary : abhaya FOUNDATION
Account No : 33292038898
MICR Code : 5000002074
IFS Code : SBIN0004155
Bank : State Bank of India
Address : Plot No. 1272 Road No. 63A SPL PBB, Jubilee Hills Hyderabad

abhaya FOUNDATION
910010042902046
500211002
UTIB0000008
AXIS Bank Ltd
6-3-879/9/B, 1Floor G. Pulla Reddy Bldg
Green Lands Begumpet Road

abhaya FOUNDATION
912010024839320
500211002
UTIB0000008
AXIS Bank Ltd
6-3-879/9/B, I Floor G. Pulla Reddy Bldg
Green Lands Begumpet Road Hyderabad - 500016

abhaya Home of Happiness
052210011051007
500011042
ANDB0000522
ANDHRA BANK
522-S.R.Nagar Branch Main Road S.R, Nagar Hyderabad-500038

All the donations will be exempted under 80G | abhayafoundation@yahoo.com | www.abhayahome.org | www. abhayafoundation.org